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Depot Museum and Caboose

Open for business! That is the message I'd like to convey to our loyal members, friends and community members. After
getting off to a late start, we finally opened at the end of June. We are wearing masks, keeping our distance, etc., and
ask our visitors to do the same, but, we are open again on Sundays, from 11-3P.M.
I am very excited to tell you about a new temporary display we have this season! Board member and HAM radio
enthusiast, Spencer Shubbe has graciously loaned the museum his collection of early Radios, covering the time period
of roughly 1895-1900 through 1925. You will see how these early radio sets advanced, and learn about important, and
possibly familiar names like Marconi, Hertz, Tesla, and Westinghouse, and the role their discoveries and inventions had
in changing our lives and the World. You can swing over to the Station master's room, hear and even try out the Morse
code systems as they actually were in the station around 1914, also refurbished by Spencer. We know it has been a
tough, few months for many people. If you are feeling up to it, we would love to have you and your family drop in for a
visit at the Depot Museum!
Wishing you good health, -Rudy

CABOOSE NEWS
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Cannon Rejuvenation

Standing vigil near our flag pole is the HAHS cannon. It was originally assembled years ago using a 30inch cast iron tube with a 2-inch bore (maybe 19th century French Signal Gun?) mounted on two 4 by 4
inch wood posts, and attached to an 2 inch steel axle with a pair of 24 inch 1880’s railroad baggage cart
wheels.
However, the heavy toll the weather has taken on its condition over the years, especially on the wood posts,
required immediate maintenance.

So after a week of mounting the tube and attaching the wheels on a platform made up of 2 by 8 inch wood boards
designed to look like Civil War carriage, staining the wood, painting the metal, making and attaching facsimile
loading rammers, the HAHS cannon with the appearance of a Civil War artillery piece was completed.
The rejuvenated cannon will now continue to stand vigil for years to come.
Note: My U.S. Civil War swallowtail flag is posted next to the cannon in the pictures.
Your HAHS Civil War connection,
Ed Vitez
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO PARKER AND PARKER FOR THEIR VERY GENEROUS DONATION. WE SO APPRECIATE ALL
THAT THEY DO FOR US.
THANK YOU, ESPECIALLY, TO SPIRIT OF LIVINGSTON FOR GENEROUSLY PRINTING THIS NEWSLETTER. THE STORE IS
LOCATED AT 3280 W. GRAND RIVER, HOWELL. FIND YOUR SPIRIT WEAR, VARSITY JACKETS, ETC. AT SPIRIT. THEY CAN,
ALSO ,HANDLE ALL OF YOUR PRINTING NEEDS.
THANK YOU, ALSO, TO JESSICA MATTHEWS AND MATT GIORDANO OF WHMI FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT.

Please consider using your Kroger card and Smile Amazon to benefit the Depot. Thank you to all who have donated in
the past. We appreciate it so much. Call 517-548-6876. We love volunteers. Young folks are very welcome. No
experience necessary. We have many projects, inside and outside, that may interest you. Please consider this
important work. This is your history to preserve, and honor.

Above: Recently Acquired Donation of Miniature Howell Buildings

For a memorable and unique occasion, consider an outside wedding at the Depot.
Contact Mary for Info 517-548-6876
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Wireless Telegraph
The Beginning of Radio
Imagine a time when communication technology was a simple choice of using a telephone for local conversations and
postal letters or the telegraph for longer distances. This was the case at the beginning of the 20 th century. The
telegraph was the favorite of corporations and business because of its speed compared to the postal systems. By the
turn of the century, undersea cables were removing all distance barriers. The telegraph had matured over the last 50
years but still was limited by the wire needed to complete any telegraph circuit. Service was limited to cities and the
rural areas that were serviced by the railroad. The railroad had the right of way that made it possible for the wire and
poles. If only there were a wireless telegraph.
In the last half of the 19th century, scientists had been theorizing and discovering the mysteries of Electromagnetic
Radiation (EMR). Only a few scientists and entrepreneurs realized the potential of the discoveries. Early wireless
telegraph used spark gap transmitters and Coherer detectors. The transmitters were inefficient and broad banded but
easy to construct. The Coherer detectors were almost deaf. Technology advances were all about the EMR detectors.
For the first 15 to 20 years the wireless telegraph made very slow advances. In these early days, the word “Radio” had
not yet been coined nor was there any vision how Radio, as we know it, would develop. It was 1917 when the vacuum
tube allowed the human voice to be transmitted, that the Wireless Telegraph name no longer fit the technology and
the word Radio was used. The name was taken from the scientific community where it was used to prefix
phenomenon associated with EMR. Many parts of Europe simply truncated Wireless Telegraph to Wireless instead of
Radio.
Our new Depot Museum exhibit “Wireless Telegraph the Beginning of Radio” flows logically from the permanent
telegraph exhibit at the Museum. The new exhibit shows the timeline and equipment as developed from 1897 until
1925, the beginning of the “Broadcast Radio” era.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
HAHS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
President: Rudy Rudolph
Vice President: Gerri Moen
Sec./Treasurer: Mary Shaughnessy
Trustee: Ed Vitez
Trustee: Ed Grima
Trustee: Spencer Schubbe
__________________________________________________________________________________________
For a memorable and unique occasion, consider an outside wedding at the Depot.
Contact Mary at 517-548-6876 for details.
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Is there really an engine at the bottom of the Depot pond as the legend goes? See the Zemper Studio photo below.

What do you think? Will we ever know?

Notice the writing on the back of the photo. Could it be true?????
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Battle of the Bands

The 5th Michigan Regiment Band during a lull in the storm
Originally, the event was to have had the 5th Michigan Regiment Band perform two Mini-Concerts of Civil War music.
However, just as the “boom” from the 5th’s big (base) drum of the first note of the concert filled the air, Mother
Nature’s Band of Storms announced their arrival with thunder & lighting.
The 5th made a heroic effort to drown out the sounds of Mother Nature’s Band with Civil War marches.
But near the end of the first concert, it was decided to strike the fly and plan another day to play at the Depot………
preferably during a drought!
Although there were only a few spectators who weathered the storm in attendance, they really enjoyed the
abbreviated performance.
Even though attendance was small, the event was a success.
The 5th Michigan was able to perform in front of a live audience, and the public was aware the Historical Society
grounds were open to enjoy during the pandemic.

Sgt, E.D. Vitez
5th Mich. Infantry Color Guard
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CAR SHOW 2013

The Depot Museum was not able to hold its annual Car Show, this year, due to the Pandemic. It was unfortunate,
because there are so very many beautifully-restored autos in the Howell area. A lot of time, labor, and love goes into
each vehicle. As you can see, the Show was held in front of the Depot back in 2013. The Car Show has grown so
much since that year, that we would not have the room by the Depot for all of the vintage beauties that are entered.
The event is our biggest fundraiser of the year, providing for our annual expenses. The most important part is,
though, that it is just a lot of fun. It affords the car owners a time to sit back and relax, while watching people admire
their handiwork. It also allows the participants the time to catch up with their like-minded friends.
We will be hosting the 2021 Car Show, next year, if all goes well. We will keep you posted regarding the date.
Call 517-548-6876 for more information.

Support HAHS with your membership or donation. Not a member? Join today! Your support is vital to the
preservation of local history.
Membership Year — January 1, 2021— December 31, 2021
Name___________________________________________________ Phone________________
Address
City____________________________________State___________________Zip_____________
E-mail
Memberships: $15 Single

$25 Family

$500 Lifetime

Donations:
$10

$25

Other______________

